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Ball and Brown (1968) was the first to note that even after earnings are 
announced, estimated cumulative abnormal returns continue to drift up for “good 
news” firms and down for “bad news” firms. This effect is known as 
“post-earnings-announcement drift” or “earnings momentum”. Following the 
paper, many empirical studies replicated the phenomenon. However, our study 
from China Shanghai stocks market finds that over the one and a half year 
subsequent to an earnings announcement, the “extreme good earning news” 
stocks’ cumulative abnormal returns (or CAR) decreases for the first two or three 
months and then increases, and the “extreme bad earning news” stocks’ CAR 
increases for the first two or three months and then decreases. This is 
phenomenon is different from the findings of the Western stock markets. We then 
exploit this phenomenon to make up “Earnings Contrarian Strategies” and 
“Earnings Momentum Strategies”. Earnings Contrarian Strategies earn abnormal 
returns from long position in stocks with the lowest standardized unexpected 
earnings (or SUE), and short position in stocks with the highest SUE. On the 
contrary, earnings momentum strategies earn abnormal return from long position 
in stocks with the highest SUE, and short position in stocks with the lowest SUE. 
We use four asset pricing models to adjust raw returns fully for risk, but all 
models fail to do it. This discovery is not consisted with the “Efficient Market 
Hypothesis”. Western financial literatures suggest that behavioral finance could 
explain the earnings momentum abnormality. However, because our empirical 
results are different from the earnings momentum abnormality which is 
discovered in the Western stock market, we develop a hypothesis which combines 
behavioral finance with game theory to explain our discoveries. This paper 
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Chapter 1 is theory review. We begin with analyzing the theory defects of 
“Efficient Market Hypothesis”, and discuss why the theory can not explain many 
abnormalities found from the 1980s. Secondly, we review the literatures about 
earnings momentum and all classes of explanations about it. Thirdly, we 
summarize three behavioral finance explanations about the earnings momentum. 
Lastly, we review the domestic research literatures about this field.  
Chapter 2 designs the study. We describe the research process, the sample 
selection, the variables calculation, and four asset pricing models: CAPM, 
Time-varying betas model, Fama-French three factors model, four factors model 
(Charter, 1997).       
Chapter 3 describes the results of empirical study. This paper finds that after 
earnings announcements stock price will take on a reversal pattern in the short 
run and a momentum pattern in the long run. This phenomenon is different from 
the present empirical results from the western stock markets. The further 
researches find that the phenomenon can not be explained by “Efficient Market 
Hypothesis”. Finally, we develop an explanation which combining behavioral 
finance with game theory. 
Chapter 4 is the conclusion. We summarize three points according to the 
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总结的“有效市场假说（Efficient Markets Hypothesis，EMH）”与 20世












究的是后来的 Foster，Olsen和 Shevlin（1984），Bernard和 Thomas（1989，
1990）等；Chan，Jegadeesh和 Lakonishok（1996）更是籍此异象来构造“盈
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的 DHS模型，Hong和 Stein（1999）的统一理论模型，Delong，Shleifer，
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价是遵循 Von Neumann-Morgenstern 的预期效用函数，即追逐最大效用并且








避（Risk-averse）的；而不是如 Von Neumann-Morgenstern 的预期效用函
数所言，始终为风险规避的。② 人们看中的是基于某一参照标准来说他们
得与失的数量，而不是财富的绝对水平。③ 人们经常会高估小概率事件发
生的概率，比如人们会偏好以 1‰的概率获得 5000 元而不是以 100%的概率
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后涌现的一脉文献如 Jones 和 Litzenberger（1970），Joy，Litzenberger
和 McEnally（1977），Watts（1978），Foster，Olsen和 Shevlin（1984），
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